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Minutes of the Twenty-Fourth Meeting of the Consultation Panel  

of the West Kowloon Cultural District Authority  
 

Date : 3 November 2017 (Friday) 

Time : 2:30 p.m. 

Venue : Board Room, West Kowloon Cultural District Authority,  

Units 608-613, Level 6, Core C, Cyberport 3, 100 Cyberport Road,  

Hong Kong 

 

Members Present:  

Chairman 

Professor John LEONG Chi-yan, SBS, JP 

 

 

Members 

Mr Chris IP Ngo-tung, JP 

Mr Henry CHAN Chi-chiu, MH, JP 

Ms Mimi CHEUNG Yee-may 

Mr Christopher Wicky CHEUNG 

Mr CHOW Yick-hay, BBS, JP  

Ms Anita GIDUMAL 

Mr Andy HO Wing-cheong 

Professor Lena LEE 

Ms Yolanda NG Yuen-ting, MH 

Mr TANG Shu-wing 

Mr Jason WONG Chun-tat 

 

 

Secretary:  

Ms Maria LAU 

 

 

 

Head, Secretariat Services, 
Legal and Secretarial  
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In Attendance:  

Home Affairs Bureau (HAB)  

Ms Angelina CHEUNG FUNG Wing-ping, JP  Deputy Secretary for 
Home Affairs (2) 

Mr Eric CHENG Siu-fun Principal Assistant 
Secretary for Home Affairs 
(WKCD) 

Mr Hubert CRUZ Assistant Secretary for 
Home Affairs (WKCD) 

 

West Kowloon Cultural District Authority (WKCDA)  

Dr William CHAN Chief Operating Officer 
(COO) 

Mr Kingsley JAYASEKERA Director, Marketing and  
Customer Experience 

Ms Lisa TSANG Head, Venue Operations 
(Performing Arts) 

  

Rocco Design Architects Limited  

Mr Rocco YIM, BBS, JP Executive Director 

Absent with Apologies: 

The Honourable Ronald ARCULLI, GBM, GBS, JP 

Mr CHING Cheung-ying, MH 

Mr Wyborn LEUNG Wai-hong 

Professor Eric YIM Chi-ming, JP 

 

 

Opening Remarks 
 
 The Chairman welcomed Members, the representatives of the West 
Kowloon Cultural District Authority (WKCDA/ the Authority) and Home Affairs 
Bureau, in particular Ms Angelina CHEUNG FUNG Wing-ping, Deputy Secretary 
for Home Affairs (2), and Mr Rocco YIM of Rocco Design Architects Limited to 
the Twenty-Fourth meeting of the Consultation Panel (CP).     
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Agenda Item (1) Confirmation of the Minutes of the Twenty-Third 
Consultation Panel Meeting 

 

2. The Chairman said that the Secretariat circulated the draft minutes of the 

Twenty-Third Meeting on 27 October 2017 and had not received any proposed 

amendment to the minutes from Members.  As Members had no other comments, 

the minutes of the Twenty-Third Meeting were confirmed. 

 

Agenda Item (2) Matters Arising 

 

3.  The Chairman said that there were no matters arising from the last meeting. 

 

Agenda Item (3) Update on the Development of the Hong Kong Palace Museum 

in the West Kowloon Cultural District 

 

4. Dr William CHAN updated that the Hong Kong Palace Museum (HKPM) 

design work was in good progress after the signing of the Collaborative Agreement 

for the HKPM project on 29 June 2017.  The scheme design of the HKPM, 

including the circulation inside the museum, was approved by the WKCDA Board at 

its meeting on 18 September 2017.  The tender invitation for the foundation works 

of the HKPM was issued and it was targeted that the foundation works would 

commence in April 2018. 

 

5. By way of a PowerPoint Presentation, Mr Rocco YIM updated Members 

on the architectural conceptual design of the HKPM.  He believed that architecture 

was closely related with heritage, spatiality, community, density, connectivity and 

materiality, enabling the architecture to stand the test of time.  The HKPM was a 

reflection of the traditional Chinese visual culture, traditional Chinese spatial culture 

and contemporary Hong Kong urban culture, with features of compactness, 

connectivity, fluidity and interactivity.  The HKPM was designed to enhance the 

circulation within the public square, and to link with the Art Park and waterfront 

promenade all the way to the Artist Square and the Kowloon Station via the proposed 

Artist Square Bridge.  To enable people to associate the museum with traditional 
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Chinese artefacts, the proposed HKPM was designed to embody traditional Chinese 

visual attributes.  It had a compact and solid base with a light, transparent and bigger 

top which exhibited the delicacy in balance and richness in texture. From the vertical 

spatial point of view, the three atriums with different orientations would lead people 

up to the five different levels.  He suggested that contemporary art installations 

could be placed at the atrium as a contrast to the historical Chinese artefacts from the 

Palace Museum (PM).  Regarding the overall planning, education facilities such as 

lecture theatre and activity rooms as well as the pick-up and drop-off area for coach, 

private car and taxi would be located on the lower ground floor.  The main entrance 

would be located on the upper ground level, connecting with the covered walkway 

and admission counter.  Galleries with different themes would be located at the 

various levels, for example, ceramics, paintings and calligraphy on the second floor 

while Hong Kong exhibition and digital exhibition on the third floor.  Connecting 

the third and fourth floor would be the largest thematic exhibition gallery showcasing 

thematic exhibits in huge size.  It was expected to be the most popular gallery.   

 
(Mr Chris IP arrived at 2:45 p.m.)      

 

(Ms Yolanda NG arrived at 2:50 p.m.) 

 

6. Professor Lena LEE enquired if more and larger elevators for wheelchair 

users had been provided in the current design plan as compared to the previous design, 

and also the route to transport the exhibits of huge size to the largest two-storey 

Thematic Exhibition Gallery. 

 

7. Mr Rocco YIM responded that more elevators were made available in the 

current design plan and the largest one would be a goods elevator.  Exhibits of huge 

size would be transported to the gallery directly via the podium on the northern side 

which was the designated loading and unloading area for the cargo containers.  

 

8.  Mr TANG Shu-wing asked if there would be any box office on the ground 

floor. 
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9. Mr Rocco YIM responded that the main box office would be located on 

the upper ground floor while a supplementary box office would be located on the 

fourth floor as suggested by the curatorial team of WKCDA. 

 

10. Mr TANG Shu-wing was concerned about crowd management and visitor 

flow given that the escalators were the major means of transporting the people.  

 

11. The Chairman concurred and opined that it would be very restrictive if 

only escalators were used to move people.  

 

12. Dr William CHAN responded that the capacity of the HKPM would be 

governed by the relevant licenses.  Members’ views on crowd management and 

visitor flow solicited during the previous CP meetings had been reflected in the 

current design, and would be taken into consideration for further design modification. 

 

13.  Mr CHOW Yick-hay suggested that the needs of the elderly and comments 

on other cultural facilities in Hong Kong should be taken into consideration while 

planning the facilities of the HKPM, such as escalators and toilets, especially female 

toilets.  He was also concerned about the excessive heat created by the glass façade 

of the HKPM which might affect the exhibits and the visitors’ experience. 

 

14.  Mr Henry CHAN was glad to note that there was a pick-up and drop-off 

area for coach, private car and taxi as outlined in the current HKPM design.  He 

would like the Authority to ensure that the facilities for coach parking were sufficient.  

He also suggested that the Authority should provide more information on the various 

means of public transportation.  Furthermore, he enquired if the HKPM design had 

any environmental-friendly and energy-saving features. 

 

15. Dr William CHAN assured Members that the Authority would strive to 

optimise the connectivity of the WKCD, and stated that the proposed Exhibition 

Centre right next to the HKPM would provide ample parking spaces including those 

for the coaches. 
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16. Ms Anita GIDUMAL opined that public transportation as a means to the 

WKCD should be encouraged, and hence she enquired if there was any update on 

the proposed ferry services, the bridge connecting Elements and the WKCD, as well 

as the in-district transportation system.   

 

17. Dr William CHAN responded that the planning of the ferry pier was in 

progress.  The tourism sector supported it and a preliminary design of the ferry pier 

had been developed.   Government support for the proposal is being sought.  The 

Artist Square Bridge connecting Elements and the WKCD would be re-designed and 

submitted to the Legislative Council for funding approval next year.  Regarding the 

in-district transportation system, the Authority had successfully completed the first 

phase trial run of the autonomous vehicle and would proceed with the second phase 

testing. 

 

18. Ms Anita GIDUMAL suggested providing staircases on the lower floors 

similar to those at the Tate Modern to help divert the visitor flow.  In addition, she 

also suggested that seats should be provided in all of the galleries to enable the 

visitors especially the elderly to sit there and enjoy the exhibits. 

 

19. Mr Rocco YIM explained that elevators and escalators instead of 

staircases would be more preferred as space would be saved for exhibition purposes 

and they were more convenient for the elderly.  He believed that the number of 

escalators and elevators would be sufficient to accommodate the visitors given that 

there was a statutory limit on the capacity of HKPM. 

 

20. Mr Andy HO enquired about the HKPM conceptual design in terms of its 

association with the PM and the other facilities within the WKCD as well as its 

reflection of Hong Kong’s characteristics and elements. 

 

21. Mr Rocco YIM responded that the HKPM would be primarily associated 

with the PM in terms of the exhibition content rather than the architectural design as 

HKPM was smaller than the PM which was in essence a historical exhibit.  HKPM 

would be an architectural building to display the artefacts of PM.  He would make 

Action 
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reference to the PM in terms of the use of colour tone and the landscaping.   Local 

characteristics would be reflected in the HKPM design in terms of its vertical spatial 

design, integration with the scenery of Hong Kong and use of advanced building 

materials. 

 

22. Ms Yolanda NG said that she was impressed by the design of HKPM.  

However, she had a similar concern raised by Mr Andy HO that the public would 

expect a stronger association of HKPM with the PM in terms of its external design.  

She therefore suggested engaging the public to solicit their views on the HKPM 

design.  She also stressed the importance of offering the visitors a pleasant walking 

experience to the WKCD, and that the public space of the HKPM should be properly 

managed and facilities such as baby care rooms should be provided. 

 

23. The Chairman stated that it was important to convey to the public the 

message that the HKPM was not a replica of the PM.  In addition, he advised that 

the provision of facilities should be further reviewed to meet the needs of the public. 

 

24. Mr Jason WONG was concerned about the coach parking facilities to cater 

for the visitors in groups, and the ancillary facilities such as pick-up/ drop-off areas 

for coaches and toilet provision on the lower ground floor. 

 

25. Mr Rocco YIM responded that the two sizable toilets at the Art Park 

locating opposite to the drop-off area for coaches on the lower ground floor could 

serve both visitors to HKPM and the Art Park. 

 

26. Dr William CHAN emphasised that there would be other venues/facilities 

within the WKCD, such as M+, Xiqu Centre and Art Park, which people could visit 

before they went to see the exhibitions in HKPM.  This would help ease the visitor 

flow to HKPM. 

 

27. Mr Chris IP opined that a total of five parking spaces for coaches at HKPM 

would not be sufficient but he understood that it was not possible to have a lot of 

parking spaces for coaches given the size constraint of the HKPM site.  He thought 
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that pick-up/ drop-off areas for coaches at and outside the HKPM could help divert 

the traffic.  

 

28. Ms Mimi CHEUNG appreciated the HKPM design and suggested that the 

steps should not be too high to cater for the needs of children. 

 

29. Mr Rocco YIM clarified that the steps which would be designed for both 

sitting and passage purposes would be safe for children. 

 
(Mr Rocco YIM left at 3:45 p.m. and Ms Lisa TSANG joined the meeting at this 
juncture.) 

 

Agenda Item (4) West Kowloon Cultural District Performing Arts Venue Hiring 

Policy 

 

30. Dr William CHAN said that the paper on the captioned subject was sent to 

Members the day before.  Considering that Members might not have sufficient time 

to review the paper, they were welcome to provide further comments on the paper 

after the meeting.  

  

31. By way of a PowerPoint Presentation, Ms Lisa TSANG briefed Members 

on the proposed Performing Arts (PA) Venue Hiring Policy (Policy), which would be 

applicable to the hiring of PA venues and artistic hiring in the Art Park within WKCD.  

Extensive consultation had been conducted and views on the preliminary framework 

of the Policy had been sought from the Cantonese Opera Advisory Committee, Home 

Affairs Bureau, Leisure and Cultural Services Department (LCSD), the Xiqu Centre 

Advisory Group, the Performing Arts Committee (PAC) of WKCDA, and the 

Independent Commission Against Corruption.   

 

32. Ms Lisa TSANG said that an artistic hirer referred to a hirer using the 

venue for art form related activities including performances, shows, festivals, 

rehearsals and other events including and without limitation such as exhibitions, 

trainings, seminars, movies and ceremonies.  An artistic hirer would be given 

priority in hiring venues.  The proposed Policy followed four guiding principles 
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including (i) artistically-driven; (ii) maximise utilisation of each space; (iii) support 

longer run productions; and (iv) achieve financial sustainability to provide flexibility 

and responsiveness to market changes.  Each PA venue would be characterised by 

its unique artistic mission and identity, with Artistic Director, Performing Arts as the 

gatekeeper of the artistic positioning defining its character for a particular period.  

To help the industry to build bigger audience and foster cultural appreciation, 

productions in longer run and of good potential would be prioritised.  A broader 

spectrum of programmes and events for different markets would be targeted as to 

maximise utilisation of each space.   

 

33. Ms Lisa TSANG stated that bookings of artistic hire events would be 

accepted year-round and up to three years in advance. WKCDA 

productions/presentations and resident company programmes, preferred Art Form 

and any other art forms would generally be confirmed 18, 16 and 14 months in 

advance.  Non-artistic hires would be confirmed not earlier than 12 months. The 

proposed charging mechanism for ticketed events would be based on a two-tier 

approach which would comprise a base hiring fee and a percentage share of box 

office income.  Non-ticketed events would be charged a lump sum hiring fee.  

Non-artistic hirers would be required to pay higher rent. 

 

34. The Chairman stated that the principles outlined in the Policy should be 

the focus of discussion rather than the charging mechanism.  

 

35. Mr CHOW Yick-hay thought the hiring rates should have been put to the 

meeting for discussion.  He suggested that the WKCDA Board should define the 

positioning of the WKCD venues taking into consideration the venues of LCSD and 

others in the market as this would affect the charging policy.  He also asked if 

WKCDA could safeguard the long-term artistic use of the venues. 

  

36. Ms Anita GIDUMAL enquired if there would be any special rates for 

NGOs and schools.  

 

37. Professor Lena LEE concurred and said that the Policy should offer some 
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special rates to NGOs and start-up performing arts companies while the non-artistic 

events should be excluded.  She asked if there was any policy to deal with 

applications of those performing arts companies which were in venue partnership 

with LCSD to avoid potential double benefits.  In addition, she agreed that large PA 

venues could be prioritised for local and overseas longer run productions such as 

West End musicals, Detention Hong Kong by Mr TANG Shu-wing and Nanta in 

Korea.  But she thought that the turnover of Freespace and Art Park should be 

higher to support short-term experimental performances.  Furthermore, she 

suggested that the Policy should set out the ratios of local and overseas productions 

as well as the productions of WKCDA and other performing arts companies. 

 

38. Mr TANG Shu-wing concurred with Mr CHOW Yick-hay on the direction 

for the positioning of the venues.  He suggested that the Policy could be developed 

in phases to achieve specific objectives, and subject to ongoing review and fine-

tuning.  It could be based on the existing venue hiring policies available in the 

market, the programming policy of WKCDA and the experiences gained when the 

venues were in operation.  As regards the venue facilities, he enquired if the hiring 

package would include technical support services and hardware facilities such as 

lighting.  

 

39.  Mr Chris IP stressed that the proposed Policy had been thoroughly 

discussed at the PAC of WKCDA.  Out of the four guiding principles, PAC agreed 

that “artistically-driven” should be the primary consideration.  He also agreed that 

a good coordination between WKCDA and the LCSD could help achieve a balance 

and synergy of the venues. 

 
(Mr Jason WONG left at 4:18 p.m.) 

 

40. Mr Henry CHAN said that he was pleased to know that the primary 

objective of the proposed Policy was to drive the artistic mission of WKCDA.  

From his past experience, he believed that demographics and location were crucial 

in performing arts venue hiring in Hong Kong.  He was also of the view that it was 

practically not feasible for the small and medium sized companies and high quality 
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performances from overseas to confirm their bookings 12 months in advance.   

 
(Mr CHOW Yick-hay left at 4:24 p.m.) 

 

41. Mr Andy HO was of the view that the proposed Policy seemed to favour 

commercial performances.  He thought that the proposed Policy would be more 

easily accepted if it could cater for the needs of the general public and the different 

stakeholders including local, overseas, professional and new performing companies. 

 

42. The Chairman supported the four guiding principles outlined on the Policy.  

The Policy should be subject to regular review when the different venues came into 

operation.  He also enquired as to how the venues could be best utilised if the hirers 

were not able to confirm bookings 14 to 18 months in advance. 

 

43.  Ms Lisa TSANG thanked Members’ for their comments and responded 

that the two-tier approach charging mechanism of the Policy was benchmarked with 

the charging models of the LCSD and The Hong Kong Academy for Performing Arts 

(HKAPA).  Based on this proposed charging mechanism, the Authority would be 

able to support the artistic hirers in particular the small and medium sized performing 

companies by sharing the financial risks.  Regarding the booking schedule, she 

explained that the hirers were only required to pencil mark the bookings up to three 

years in advance and confirm their bookings by 18 or 16 or 14 months prior to the 

events upon signing the contracts and paying a deposit.  She said that the NGOs and 

charities were heavily subsidised by LCSD.  However, WKCDA could not afford 

to offer similar discount to them.  She emphasised that the artistically-driven nature 

of the programme rather than the type of the hirer would be the most important 

consideration.  She opined that besides longer run productions, the Authority would 

also support experimental performances by say designating a certain venue and 

period for the new commissions.  Lastly, she said that the charges for stage, lighting 

and audio equipment would be included in the hiring package which was a similar 

arrangement currently adopted by LCSD. 

 

44. The Chairman suggested that the CP could further discuss this matter if 
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there was any update on the proposed Policy.   

 

45. Ms Lisa TSANG supplemented that the WKCD was conveniently located 

near the Kowloon Station, the Austin Station and the Jordan Station, which were 

within 10-minute walk.  The West Kowloon Station of the Express Rail Link would 

be situated in front of the Xiqu Centre which would be opened at the end of 2018 and 

its venue booking would commence in early 2018.      

 
(Ms Lisa TSANG left at 4:40 p.m.) 

 

Agenda Item (5) Progress report of the Working Group on Youth and 

Community Engagement 

 

46. By way of a PowerPoint presentation, Ms Yolanda NG briefed Members 

on the progress of the Community Engagement Project.  The Working Group on 

Youth and Community Engagement (Working Group) recruited new members and 

commenced the work of the Community Engagement Project for 2017-18 in mid-

2017.  Given that the District Councils (DCs) had already confirmed their yearly 

programme plans and were very busy with their programmes to celebrate the 20th 

anniversary of the Hong Kong Special Administrative Region, their response to co-

organising programmes for the Community Engagement Project in 2017-18 was not 

quite satisfactory.  However, many of them were interested in participating in the 

programmes in 2018-19.   

 

47. Ms Yolanda NG stated that the Central and Western DC had confirmed to 

co-organise the programme in 2017-18 and started inviting the programme partner 

while the collaboration with Kwun Tong DC was still under discussion.  The 

Working Group would review the event details for the Community Engagement 

Project of 2017-18.  Going forward, the Working Group would review as to how to 

better support the DCs in terms of engagement of programme partners and 

implementation of the programmes.  In addition, the Working Group had also 

discussed the implementation of other youth engagement initiatives with other 

collaborative partners to provide a platform for fostering arts and cultural exchange 
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to develop long-term collaborative partnership for youth engagement. 

 

48. Professor Lena LEE enquired if the three co-organising DCs of 2016-17 

would be interested to participate again so as to ensure effective use of the resources 

which had been allocated for the Community Engagement Project. 

 

49. Ms Yolanda NG replied that it would be better to engage all the 18 DCs 

instead of inviting the three DCs again for collaboration.  In addition, she also 

suggested exploring new initiatives on youth engagement for better and effective use 

of the resources. 

 

50. The Chairman appreciated the efforts of the former CP Member Ms Ada 

WONG and the current Working Group Chairman Ms Yolanda NG in fostering the 

collaborations with DCs.  He also enquired if there were sufficient manpower and 

financial resources for the implementation of other youth engagement initiatives. 

 

51. Ms Maria LAU responded that the budgeting of each financial year was 

zero-based.  In other words, the unspent budget could not be carried forward to the 

ensuing year. 

 

52. The Chairman recollected that the former WKCDA Board Chairman was 

committed to allocating the necessary resources for the youth and community 

engagement initiatives of the CP.  He confirmed that the CP supported the way 

forward for youth and community engagement as proposed by the Working Group 

and delegated to the Working Group to review and implement the programmes. 

 

Agenda Item (6) Any Other Business 
 

53. There being no other business, the meeting was adjourned at 5:00 p.m. 
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